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Founded in 1872, the School of Music combines the intimacy and intensity of conservatory 
training with a broadly-based, traditional liberal arts education at the undergraduate level and 
intense coursework at the graduate level. The school offers degrees in performance, conducting, 
composition and theory, musicology, music education, collaborative piano, and historical 
performance, as well as a certificate program in its Opera Institute, and artist and performance 
diplomas. 
Founded in 1839, Boston University is an internationally recognized private research univers 
with more than 32,000 students participating in undergraduate, graduate, and professional 
programs. BU consists of 17 colleges and schools along with a number of multidisciplinary 
centers and institutes which are central to the school 's research and teaching mission. 
The Boston University College of Fine Arts was created in 1954 to bring together the School of 
Music, the School of Theatre, and the School of Visual Arts. The University's vision was to create 
a community of artists in a conservatory-style school offering professional training in the arts 
to both undergraduate and graduate students, complemented by a liberal arts curriculum for 
undergraduate students. Since those early days, education at the College of Fine Arts has begun 
on the BU campus and extended into the city of Boston, a rich center of cultural, artistic, and 
intellectual activity. 
This concert is being webcast live on the School of Music website and will be rebroadcast on the 
School of Music's Virtual Concert Hall: 
bu.edu/cfa/music/ virtual-concert-hall 
Symphony Hall rules prohibit the use of all 
cell phones, pagers, cameras, and recording devices. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 
Dona nobis pacem 
Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958) 
Vaughan Williams enjoyed a long and prolific career as composer, teacher, writer, conductor, and 
worker for musical causes. A key figure in the 20th-century rev ival of English music, he has been 
cited as the most important English composer of his generation. He was a great, gentle bear of a 
man, a perfectionist with a vision of an English style that would owe less to foreign models than 
did the music of his predecessors. 
Like Bartok and Kodaly in Hungary, Vaughan Williams took a leading role in resurrecting the fol k 
music of his native land. His many collections and arrangements of folk songs draw not only from 
Great Britain, but from as far away as Newfoundland and the Appalachians in North America . 
His own music, while only infrequently quoting actual folk tunes, is heavily imbued with their 
general sense of sadness and loss, and with their modal habits of melody and harmony. One of 
the chief identifying marks of his style is the wistful, "pastoral" sound contributed by these traits. 
One of the composer's greatest choral works, Dona nobis pacem was intended as a warning 
against the rising drums of war being heard across Europe in the mid-1930s. It was composed 
shortly after the Symphony No. 4, his angriest, most conflict-ridden symphony. Hailed at its 1936 
premiere, the cantata was performed again at the famed Three Choirs Festival the following yea r. 
Another Three Choirs performance, scheduled in 1939, had to be canceled after fighting started 
in World War II. The composer's warning, unheeded, had been all too accurate. 
For the core of his text, Vaughan Will iams turned once again to the poetry of Walt Whitman, 
on which he had drawn thirty years earlier for his Sea Symphony. In fact, the start ing point of 
this new work was a setting he had made in 1911 of Whitman's bitter anti -war poem Beat! Beat! 
Drums! To this he added settings of other Whitman poems inspired by the American Civil War: 
a selection from Drum Taps and the Dirge for Two Veterans. He incorporated an excerpt from an 
admon itory speech made in the British House of Commons by John Bright, during the Crimean 
War in the 1850s, and to close, he added a peroration of hope and deliverance based on verses 
selected from the Bible. Hovering over all the work is the constant urging, by solo soprano and 
chorus, of the words "Dona nobis pacem" (Grant us peace) from the Latin Mass. 
Of the poems used here by Vaughan Williams, Beat! Beat! Drums! seems (for Whitman) 
shockingly savage in its indictment of warfare's implacable drive to death and destruction. 
Reconciliation and Dirge for Two Veterans come closer to the voice of noble pity and healing 
love found in Whitman's great lament for Lincoln, When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd, the 
former finding beauty in silent reconciliation with a dead enemy, and the Dirge heart-breaking 
in its depiction of the burial of father and son, fallen together in the fighting and now lying 
in coffins side by side, pale in the ghostly moonlight. As in Lilacs ... , Whitman himself steps 
unselfconsciously into these poems, to mourn personally on behalf of all of us. 
John Bright's prophetic words, though originally uttered in a public address, are equally poetic, 
drawing on Passover imagery from the Bible to bewail modern humanity's lack of protection or 
solace in the face of widespread annihilation. The biblical selections begin in the same mode, 
with the Old Testament prophet Jeremiah crying out for a balm amidst great famine. This is 
answered by verses from a variety of biblical writers offering comfort and hope, from Daniel's 
admonition, "Fear not, peace be unto thee, be strong," to St. Luke's angelic chorus, " ... Peace, g 
will toward men." The pacific outcome remains more promised than achieved, however, and L 
soprano and chorus revert at the end to their soft pleas of "Dona nobis pacem." 
- Nick Jones, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 
© 2013; reprinted by permission 
Gloria 
Francis Poulenc (1899-1963) 
A composer whose music was said to come directly f rom the heart, Poulenc was one of the 
outstanding melodists of the 20th century. His melodic gift, sometimes compared to that of 
Schubert, was said to derive from his natural aptitude for the inflections of the human voice. The 
notable works from his early career are a large number of French art songs, while his best later 
compositions are religious works for chorus. 
Poulenc traced the rediscovery of his Catholic faith and turn to choral writ ing to the death of a 
friend in 1935. In his grief he visited the Sanctuary of Rocamadour, where he was inspired by a 
black wooden carving of Saint Mary to write his Litanies to the Black Virgin. Sacred works that 
followed included his Christmas and Lenten motets, an a cappel/a Mass, the stunning Stabat 
Mater, and the equally moving Gloria. 
What arrests our interest and arouses delight and wonder is that Poulenc's music is not what 
we would normally expect to find in a devotional composition. His musical language is a 
'doscope of contrasts: chaste and bawdy, somber and joyous, elevated and zany. This is the 
he brought to all his works, partly in reaction to the romantic sentiment of the foregoing era. 
A true Parisian, he came naturally to his music's light-hearted reflection of that city's special 
qualities, but his compositional aim was sincere and entirely serious. As he put it, "I am religious 
by deepest instinct and heredity. I feel myself incapable of ardent political conviction, but for me 
it seems quite natural to believe and pract ice religion . I am a Catholic. It is my greatest freedom." 
He saw nothing incompatible about spontaneous gaiety in religious expression, and of the 
Gloria he said, "In writing this piece, I had in mind those frescos by Gozzoli where the angels are 
sticking out their tongues, and also those serious Benedictine monks I spotted one day playing 
soccer." 
The 'Gioria, a concert work from 1959-60 whose text is that of the "Gloria" from the Latin Mass 
with slight modifications, was commissioned by the Koussevitzky Foundation in the Library 
of Congress. Dedicated to the memory of Serge and Nathalie Koussevitzky, it is divided into a 
number of separate movements, like the "Giorias" from mass settings of many composers before 
him. Joyfulness is the keynote for this text that begins with the angels' annunciation of the birth 
of a savior, continues with praise of God in his many manifestations, and concludes with prayers 
for salvation. Poulenc's work encountered some early misgivings from critics ("frivolo~s." 
"transparent cleverness"), but music lovers quickly took it to heart. The Gloria has become one of 
the best-loved works of the modern choral repertoire. 
- Nick Jones, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 
©2013; reprinted by permission 
In referring to the Gloria, Poulenc spoke of its "symphonic" character. Some developmental 
aspects of the treatment of motivic material can be found, there is an occasional sense of 
recapitulation, and the piece is full of two-measure phrases, a recognizable characteristic of 
• much of his writing. 
The words are the Latin text used in the Mass from the earliest centuries of the Roman Catholic 
Church. Here the words are treated more like poetry than. like something sacred unto themselves, 
suggesting rhythmic ideas and melodic motives. The listener is captivated by the range of 
l'. sion used by the composer in the majestic opening movement, the rollicking "Laudamus 
d the sublime (and fiendishly difficult) "Domine Deus." 
The work is scored for symphonic orchestra, chorus, and soprano soloist. It w.as first performed 
by the Boston Symphony Orchestra under Charles Munch (Poulenc in attendance) in 1961, two 
Years before the composer's death. 
- Ann Howard Jones 
Psalm90 
Charles lves (1874-1954) 
If American classical music ever had a character istic and identifiable language, before ubiquitous 
communicat ion began to flatten nationa l distinctions, it was Charles lves who pioneered its 
growth spurt. Before lves, there were many fine American composers- Edward MacDowell , 
John Knowles Paine, Amy Beach, Horatio Pa rker, Charles Griffes. But, even though they all had 
distinct personalities, they were essent ially European voices . None (save perhaps, the oldest 
of all, William Billings) severed deep ties with a multi-century, powerful , magnifi cent and still 
thriving musical tradition . None attempted a breakthrough to a frontier in the spirit of the Wild 
West, the waging of a civil war to abolish slavery, or even the building of the Transcontinental 
Railroad. 
But Charles lves did, and he thoroughly succeeded in changing- or ignoring- the venerable 
musical rules. Although he grudgingly tried to follow European models in his earliest music -
everyone, even the most iconoclastic mind, must start with fundamental principals before he 
can effectively break them- lves didn't find the tried-and-true conventions useful , and soon 
tore away from them. Even as a child, he had fooled around with cacophonic sounds that wou 
have scared anyone. And so, experiments with intricate and complex rhythms, layer upon laye 
of seemingly unrelated musics, and wildly dense harmonies became as possible and probable as 
any simpler utterance, and the particular logical thought that had guided Western music for 300 
years began to lose its grip. Charles lves, more than any American composer (and perhaps more 
than any European composer except Monteverdi) delighted in the revolution of turning evolution 
on its head. 
Among lves' more than forty compositions for chorus, his 1923 setting of Psalm 90, for chorus, 
organ, three sets of bells, and low-pitched gong, stands tallest. The setting was his attempt to 
reconstruct a lost work from about thirty years earlier, but this t ranscendent second version 
probably bears little resemblance to the original. In this later one, lves beautifully integrated 
innovative choral writing and the natural utterance of church anthems to capture perfectly the 
design, drama, breadth, and fervency of the psalm. Recognizing what he had achieved, lves- an 
inveterate tinkerer-left this Psalm 90 untouched, telling his wife, Harmony, that he thought it his 
most perfect creation . 
It is undoubtedly one of his most powerful creations. And, while not the craziest piece lves 
ever wrote, Psalm 90 is nonetheless one of his most visionary. The firmament- or God's 
infinity- is present in an unvarying low C played by the organ pedal, from the first to the last 
measure. Before the chorus enters, the organ suspends above the immovable foundation a 
succession of harmonies, each given its own signature: The Eternities - Creation- God's wrath 
against sin-: Prayer and Humility- Rejoicing i~ Beauty and Work. Neither sung nor. spoken, but 
simply imagmed, these words and the1r assoc1ated harmon1es presage the ent1re JOurney ahead. 
Although lves never embraced a Christianity of exclusivity ("The soul is each man's share 
of God," he wrote), this predetermination of what is to come suggests his roots in Calvinist 
predestination. Distant bells, the heavenly bells that will sound again only at the end, fleetingly 
appear over the final introductory chords; as they fade, the chorus begins. 
Each of the seventeen psalm verses that the chorus sings associates its text with one or two 
of these introductory harmonies, and from that, lves builds a nearly symmetrical grand design. 
Tensions intensify, and at the mid-point of the psalm (Verse 9: For all our days are passed away 
in thy wrath: we spend our years as a tale that is told.), the voices fan out from a unison, faster and 
f er, louder and louder, into more and more parts, until, at the peak of the wedge, they scream 
h!" From that terrifying climax they retreat, slower and slower, softer and softer, to the 
~,. . n where they began. Such a palindrome could have created stasis, but lves is not interested 
in this midpoint as a mere structural device. Instead, he is concerned with transformation, 
transformation that is possible only after the darkest time. And so, after catapulting into and 
pulling out of this emotional black hole, the music moves forward, shifting its focus away from 
human sin and God 's anger, toward hope and humility, and into quiet rejoicing. In the final peace-
filled verses, the. bells, both of the white-steepled church and of heaven's freedom, surround the 
congregation in a comforting haze. 
Charles lves composed no significant music after completing his Psalm 90. One day in 1926, he 
came down from his study and, with tears on his face, said to Harmony, his devoted wife and 
companion, " I can't seem to compose any more. I t ry and try and nothing comes out right."1 For 
thirty more years, he scribbled, revised old works, fussed at himself and the world, and grew 
depressed, until he died in 1954. 
1. As depicted by !an Swafford in his biography of fves. 
- David Hoose 
The form of Psalm 90 reflects the division of the psalm into seventeen verses. At various points 
in the score lves wrote descriptive "captions." The first five of these appear in the instrumental 
introduction and identify five "symbolic harmonic styles" which govern the composition as a 
whole. The verses of the psalm can be subsumed into these five categories as follows: 
"The Eternities": verse 1 
"Creation": verses 2 and 10 
"God's Wrath Against Sin": verses 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 
"Prayer and Humility": verses 4, 6, and 13 
"Rejoicing in Beauty and Work" : verses 14-17 
The unusually dense harmonies which predominate in the "wrath" verses first appear pianissimo 
at the end of verse 1. lves' caption here reads, "As evolution, quiet, unseen and unheeded, but 
' strong, fundamentally." No one will deny the "strong, fundamental" character of lves' "wrath" 
r · . A "quiet evolution" is also at work, however, over the course of the piece. For example, 
nse, eight-part "wrath" chord is transposed to ever higher levels and moves faster and 
fas er within each successive "wrath" verse. The regular alternation of this "wrath" music with 
the other symbolic harmonic styles contributes to a sense of logical inevitability in the work as a 
Whole. 
The turning point in the thought of the psalm is verse 13: 
"Return, 0 Lord, how long? and let it repent thee concerning thy servants." Verses 14-17 are 
a prayer for deliverance. The dissonant text painting of the first eleven verses now yields to 
a serenely contrapuntal, largely triadic language. The atonality of what has come before has 
evolved into a tonal idiom. 
- Robert Gehrenbeck 
A note on the orchestration by David Hoose (October 2013, printed with permission): 
Psalm 90 is hardly in need of any alteration; its unusually direct structure, sound and feeling 
resonate with uncommon power. This orchestration, however, was devised to allow lves' psa lm 
setting to appear on a program of other choral-o rchestral music. I hope that his masterpiece will 
speak in this orchestration at least as clearly, if not as magically, as it does in its original version. 
The organ part of Psalm 90 is often unclear as to whether the organist should double the char 
seeming to leave that decision up to the performers. In that spirit, I have doubled the voices 
at various parts, but have left them uncolored at others. The original four sets of bells remain 
unchanged. 
This orchestration makes no attempt to imitate lves' extraordinary use of the orchestra, partly 
because it would be too difficult, but also because this unusual composition does not suggest a 
kaleidoscopic orchestral palette. Absent in lves' setting of Psalm 90 is any impressionistic haze, 
and in its place is a sturdy clarity befitting the powerful words. 
rexts and Translations 
oona nobis pacem 
Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958) 
Agnus Dei 
Agnus Dei 
qui tollis peccata mundi: 
Dona nobis pacem 
Beat! Beat! Drums! - Walt Whitman 
Beat! beat! drums! -blow! bugles! blow! 
Lamb of God 
who takest away the sins of the world , 
grant us rest. 
Through the windows- through the doors- burst like a ruthless force, 
1 the solemn church, and scatter the congregation, 
he school where the scholar is studying; 
Leave not the bridegroom quiet- no happiness must he have now with his bride, 
Nor the peaceful farmer any peace, ploughing his field or gathering in his grain, 
So fierce you whirr and pound you drums- so shrill you bugles blow. 
Beat! beat! drums! - blow! bugles! blow! 
Over the traffic of cities- over the rumble of wheels in the streets; 
Are beds prepared for the sleepers at night in the houses? 
No sleepers must sleep in those beds, 
No b'argainers' bargains by day, 
Would they continue? 
Would the talkers be talking? would the singer attempt to sing? 
Then rattle quicker, heavier drums- you bugles wilder blow. 
Beat! beat! drums!- blow! bugles! blow! 
Make no parley- stop for no expostulation, 
Mind not the timid - mind not the weeper or prayer, 
Mind not the old man beseeching the young man, 
1 Let not the child's voice be heard, nor the mother's entreaties, 
Make even the trestles to shake the dead where they lie awaiting the hearses, 
So strong you thump 0 terrible drums - so loud you bugles blow. 
Reconciliation - Walt Whitman 
Word over all, beautiful as the sky, 
Beautiful that war and all its deeds of carnage must in time be utterly lost, 
That the hands of the sisters Death and Night incessantly, softly, wash again, 
ver again, this soil'd world . 
1 ~ y enemy is dead, a man divine as myself is dead, 
I look where he lies white-faced and still in the coffin- I draw near, 
Bend down and touch lightly with my lips the white face in the coffin. 
Dirge for Two Veterans - Walt Whitman 
The last sunbeam 
Lightly falls from the finish'd Sabbath, 
On the pavement here, and there beyond it is looking 
Down a new-made double grave. 
Lo, the moon ascending, 
Up from the east the silvery round moon, 
Beautiful over the house-tops, ghastly, phantom moon, 
Immense and silent moon. 
I see a sad procession, 
And I hear the sound of coming full-key 'd bugles, 
All the channels of the city streets they are flooding 
As with voices and with tears. 
I hear the great drums pounding, 
And the small drums steady whirring, 
And every blow of the great convulsive drums 
Strikes me through and through. 
For the son is brought with the father, 
( In the foremost ranks of the fierce assault they fell , 
Two veterans, son and father, dropt together, 
And the double grave awaits them.) 
Now nearer blow the bugles, 
And the drums strike more convulsive, 
And the daylight o'er the pavement quite has faded, 
And the strong dead -march enwraps me. 
In the eastern sky up-buoying, 
The sorrowful vast phantom moves illumin'd, 
(Tis some mother's large transparent face, 
In heaven brighter growing.) 
0 strong dead-march you please me! 
0 moon immense with your silvery face you soothe me! 
0 my soldiers twain! 0 my veterans passing to burial! 
What I have I also give you. 
The moon gives you light, 
And the bugles and the drums give you music, 
And my heart, 0 my soldiers, my veterans, 
My heart gives you love. 
The Angel of Death 
John Bright 
The Angel of Death has been abroad throughout the land; you may almost hear the 
beating of his wings. There is no one as of old .. . to sprinkle with blood the lintel and 
the two side-posts of our doors, that he may spare and pass on. 
Jeremiah 8:15-22 
We looked for peace, but no good came; and for a time of health, and behold trouble! 
The snorting of his horses was heard from Dan; the whole land trembled at the sound 
of the neighing of his strong ones; for they are come, and have devoured the land ... 
and those that dwell therein . . . 
The harvest is past, the summer is ended, and we are not saved .. . 
I!= ere no balm in Gilead?; is there no physician there? Why then is not the health of 
aughter of my people recovered? 
0 Man greatly beloved 
Danie/10:19 
0 Man greatly beloved, fear not, peace be unto thee, be strong, yea, be strong. 
Haggai2:9 
The glory of this latter house shall be greater than of the former . .. and in th is place 
will I give peace. 
Adapted from Micah 4:3, Leviticus 26:6, Psalms 85:10 and 118:19, Isaiah 43:9 and 
66:18-22, and Luke 2:14 
Nation shall not lift up a sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more. 
And none shall make them afraid, neither shall the sword go through their land. 
Mercy and truth are met together; righteousness shall look down from heaven. 
Open to me the gates of righteousness, I will go into them. 
Let all the nations be gathered together, and let the people be assembled; and let them 
hear, and say, it is the truth. 
And it shall come, that I will gather all nations and tongues. 
And they shall come and see my glory. And I will set a sign among them, and they shall 
declare my glory among the nations. 
For as the new heavens and the new earth, which I w ill make, shall remain before me, 
so shall your seed and your name remain for ever. 
Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good-will toward men. 
Dona nobis pacem. 
Gloria 
Francis Poulenc 
I. 
Gloria in excelsis Deo. 
Et in terra pax 
hominibus bonae voluntatis. 
II. 
Laud am us te. Benedicimus te. 
Adoramus te. Glorificamus te. 
Gratias agimus tibi 
propter magnum gloriam tuam. 
Ill. 
Domine Deus, Rex coelestis, 
Deus Pater omnipotens. 
IV. 
Domini Fili, unigenite, Jesu Christe. 
v. 
Domine Deus, 
Agnus Dei, 
Filius Patris. 
Qui toll is peccata mundi, 
miserere nobis. 
Qui toll is peccata mundi, 
suscipe deprecationem nostram. 
VI. 
Qui sedes ad dexteram Patris, 
miserere nobis. 
Quoniam tu solus sanctus. 
Tu solus Dominus. 
Tu sol us Altissimus, Jesu Christe. 
Cum Sando Spiritu 
in gloria Dei Patris. Amen. 
I. 
Glory be to God on high. 
And on earth peace 
good will to all. 
II. 
We praise thee. We bless thee. 
We worship thee. We glorify thee. 
We give thanks to thee 
for thy great glory. 
Ill. 
Lord God, Heavenly King, 
God the Father almighty. 
IV. 
Lord, the only begotten Son, Jesus Christ. 
v. 
Lord God, 
Lamb of God, 
Son of the Father. 
Thou that takest away the sins of the world, 
have mercy upon us. 
Though that takest away the sins of the world, 
receive our prayer. 
VI. 
Thou that sittest at the right hand of God the 
Father, have mercy upon us. 
For Thou only art holy. 
Thou only art the Lord 
Thou only art most high, Jesus Christ. 
With the Holy Spirit 
in the glory of God the Father. Amen. 
psalm90 
Charles lves 
1. Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place from one generation to another. 
2. Before the mountains were brought forth, or ever thou hadst formed the earth and 
the world, even from everlasting to everlasting, thou art God. 
3. Thou turnest man to destruction; and sayest, "Return, ye children of men." 
4. For a thousand years in thy sight are but as yesterday when it is past and as a watch 
in the night. 
5. Thou carriest them away as with a flood; they are as asleep; in the morning they are 
like grass which groweth up. 
6. In the morning it flourisheth and groweth up; in the evening it is cut down, and 
reth. 
7. or we are consumed by thine anger, and by thy wrath are we troubled. 
8. Thou hast set our iniquities before thee, our secret sins in the light of thy 
countenance. 
9. For all our days are passed away in thy wrath: we spend our years as a tale that is 
told. 
10. The days of our years are threescore years and ten; and if by reason of strength they 
be fourscore years, yet is their strength labour and sorrow; for it is soon cut off, and we 
fly 'away. 
11. Who knoweth the pow'r of thine anger? even according to thy fear, so is thy wrath. 
12. So teach us to number our days that we may apply our hearts unto wisdom. 
13. Return, 0 Lord, how long? and let it repent thee concerning thy servants. 
14. 0 satisfy us early with thy mercy; that we may rejoice and be glad all our days. 
15. Make us glad, glad according to the days wherein thou hast afflicted us, and the 
years wherein we have seen evil. 
16. Let thy work appear unto thy servants, and thy glory unto their children. 
17. And let the beauty of the Lord our God be upon us: and establish thou the work of 
our hands upon us; yea, the work ot' our hands establish thou it. Amen. 
Ann Howard Jones, conductor 
Ann Howard Jones is Professor of Music and Director of Choral 
Activities at Boston University. She conducts the Symphonic 
and Chamber Choruses, supervises conducting students in the 
Concert Chorus and the Women's Chorale, teaches graduate 
choral conducting, and administers the MM and DMA programs 
in Choral Conducting. Dr. Jones is also the conductor of the BU 
Tanglewood Institute Young Artists' Vocal Program Chorus, an 
auditioned ensemble of high school singers which rehearses and 
performs at Tanglewood in the summer. 
Recognized as a distinguished clinician, adjudicator, teacher, and conductor, she has 
led many all state and regional choruses, workshops, and master classes in the U.S., 
Europe, South America, Canada, and Asia . She has been invited to teach and condL' 
at North Texas, Michigan State, Missouri, University of Miami, San Diego State, 
University of Missouri-Kansas City, Southern Methodist University, and Westminster 
Choir College of Rider University, University of Kentucky, and the University of New 
Mexico. 
From 1984-1998, Dr. Jones was the assistant conductor to the late Robert Shaw and 
the Atlanta Symphony choruses, where she was Assistant Conductor for Choruses, 
sang in the alto section, assisted with the Robert Shaw Chamber Singers and helped 
to organize the Robert Shaw Institute. She sang and recorded with the Festival 
Singers both in France and in the U.S. The Festival Singers were also represented in 
performances of major works for chorus and orchestra at Carnegie Hall in a series of 
performance workshops. After Shaw's death in 1999, Dr. Jones was invited to conduct 
the Robert Shaw Tribute Singers for the American Choral Directors Association 
conferences in San Antonio and Orlando. 
Choruses at Boston University have been invited to appear at conventions of the 
American Choral Directors Association (ACDA) in Boston and New York City. Dr. 
Jones has traveled with a group of BU graduate students to Padua and Venice, Italy, 
to perform and to study. A similar trip was made to Oslo and Bergen, Norway. In the 
spring of 2009, the graduate conducting students joined Dr. Jones at the national 
convention of ACDA in Oklahoma City where she was invited to prepare and conduct a 
world premiere of a work by Dominick Argento. The conductors sang in the chorus and 
assisted in the preparations for the performance. 
Among the honors which Dr. Jones has received are the coveted Metcalf Award for 
Excellence in Teaching from Boston University, a Fulbright professorship to Brazil, and 
a lectureship for the Lily Foundation. At the National Conference of the American 
Choral Directors Association on March 9, 2011, Dr. Jones was named the recipient 
the Robert Shaw Choral Award for distinguished service to the profession, the highest 
award given by the association . 
Dr. Jones is a native of Iowa and her degrees are from the University of Iowa. 
-~n Eustis, soprano 
Lynn Eustis, soprano, joined the faculty at Boston University in 
fall 2012 as Associate Professor of Voice, and she is currently 
chair of the voice department. From 1999-2012 she served on 
the voice faculty at the University of North Texas, where she was 
also Director of Graduate Studies in Music. She holds the Doctor 
of Music degree from Florida State University, a Master of Music 
degree from the Curtis Institute of Music and a Bachelor of Music 
degree from Bucknell University, Phi Beta Kappa. 
She appears regularly as a soloist with numerous professional 
organizations in works such as Gloria (Poulenc), Dona nobis pacem (Vaughan Williams), 
Mozart's C Minor Mass, Carmina Burana (Orff), and Knoxville: Summer of 1915 (Barber) . 
as been heard internationally with the Americke Jaro Festival (Czech Republic), 
t,. ompania Lirica Nacional (Costa Rica), and the Guangzhou Symphony (China). 
Dr. Eustis has sung over thirty operatic roles, most notably the title roles in Lucia di 
Lammermoor and The Daughter of the Regiment, Zerbinetta, Olympia, Pamina, Susanna, 
Rosina, and Gilda. Recordings include Carmina Burana (Kiavier, 2003), featured soloist 
on lnnisfree (GIA Publications, 2007) and Portraits: New Music for Soprano, Baritone and 
Piano (Capstone, 2007). With Westminster Williamson Voices she appeared as the 
title soloist in the U.S. premiere of James Whitbourn's Annelies: The Anne Frank Oratorio. 
In March 2010 she made her Carnegie Hall debut in Mozart's Vesperae de Dominica 
and Vesperae de solennes. She will sing Annelies with Chorus Pro Musica in Boston this 
' · spnng. 
Dr. Eustis is the author of The Singer's Ego (Chicago: GIA Publications, 2005) and 
Finding Middle Ground (GIA, 2007 and 2009). Her students have been heard with the 
Salzburg Music Festival , Opera Theater of St. Louis, Dallas Opera, Fort Worth Opera, 
Central City Opera, Des Moines Metro Opera, Ohio Light Opera, Opera North, Concert 
Royal (NYC), Amor Artis (NYC), Brooklyn Lyric Opera, New Jersey Opera Theater, 
the Vancouver Early Music Festival , and the Boston Early Mu5ic Festival. During the 
summer she teaches French repertoire at the Up North Vocal Institute in Boyne City, 
Michigan. 
Dr. Eustis is a native of Long Island, New York. Her latest book, The Teacher 's Ego: When 
Singers Become Voice Teachers, was released by GIA Publications in December. 
James Demler, baritone 
Baritone James Demler is known for his versatile range of 
repertory, spanning the operatic, oratorio, concert, and popular 
music genres. Recent performances include a debut with Boston 
Lyric Opera in Verdi's Macbeth, and re-engagements as soloist 
with the Boston Pops in both the Spring of 2012 and in their 
Christmas Concerts in 2012/13. In the summer of 2013 Mr. 
Demler was the Baritone soloist with the Landmarks Orchestra 
of Boston, singing excerpts from La Traviata and Rigoletto. He 
made his film debut as Noah in Wes Anderson 's Moonrise 
Kingdom, which opened the 2012 Cannes Film Festival, and was 
also a guest Public Address Announcer for the Boston Red Sox at 
Fenway Park in June, 2012. 
Mr. Demler first gained international attention at Houston Grand Opera, where he 
appeared as Guglielmo in Cosi Fan Tutte and Peter in Hansel and Gretel, and as soloist 
with the Houston Symphony, where he sang the role of Maestro in a concert version 
of Salieri's rarely performed opera Prima Ia musica, poi le parole. James Demler made 
his Carnegie Hall debut with the Opera Orchestra of New York as Dikson in Boieldieu's 
La Dame Blanche, and has returned to that venue singing prominent roles in Donizetti's 
Roberto Devereux and Catalani's La Wally. 
He made his Canadian operatic debut as Sharpless in Madama Butterfly with Edmonton 
Opera, a role he has also sung with Anchorage Opera and P.O.R.T. of Portland, Maine. 
In Anchorage he has also appeared as Marcello in La Boheme, Valentin in Faust, a role 
which he debuted with the West Virginia Symphony, and Peter in Hansel and Gretel, 
which he has also sung with the Pine Mountain Music Festival of Michigan. With 
Chautauqua Opera he appeared as Pish-Tush in The Mikado, while with Palm Beach 
Opera he sang Danilo in The Merry Widow, and with Chattanooga Opera as Silvio in I 
Pagliacci. He also made debuts with Long Beach Opera as Aeneas in Dido and Aeneas, 
and Bartley in Ralph Vaughn Williams' Riders to the Sea. 
Mr. Demler has been a soloist on numerous occasions with Boston University's 
Symphonic Choir and Orchestra, including performances of Carmina Burana, the title 
role in Mendelssohn's Elijah, and most recently in Hindemith's When Lilacs Last in the 
Dooryard Bloom'd. Mr. Demler has been a full-time member of the voice faculty of 
Boston University College of Fine Arts since 2005. 
-BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
oavid Hoose, Director of Orchestral Activities 
The Boston University School of Music orchestral program assumes an integral and central role in the 
education of the School 's instrumentalists, whether they are aspiring to professions as chamber musicians, 
orchestral musicians, or teachers, or are looking to musical lives that combine all three. The repertoire 
of the three ensembles of the program - the Symphony Orchestra, the Chamber Orchestra, and the 
Wind Ensemble - reaches wide and deep, from vital standard repertoire, to compelling if less familiar 
compositions, and to music from this and the past centuries. The ensembles, led by an array of faculty and 
guest conductors, present more than sixteen concerts each season, including collaborations with the opera 
and choral departments, and annual performances in Boston's Symphony Hall. 
VIolin I Sam Kelder Flute 
Hyun Ji Kim, concertmaster Seeun Oh Ted Anton 
Sarah Atwood, Evan Perry Nikoma Baccus A+ 
assistant concertmaster Elizabeth Moore Alexandra Conway 
lv a Jasova Alexandra Takasugi Ju-Hee Kang * 
Berezney Yoni Battat Katherine Velasquez 
\, ine Shen Anna Griffis 
Youngmi Emily Chung IIana Mercer Oboe 
Subaiou Zhang Ji Hee Han Alicia Maloney 
Alja Reke Steven Sergi Courtney Miller A+ 
Brlanna Fischler Kai-Chien Yang* 
ChiLi Cello 
XueChen Yumi Bae, principal Clarinet 
Tessa Sacramone Monica luat Nicholas Brown 
Shuo (Shawn) Wang Cherry Kim Colleen Grande 
Kun Shao Phoebe Ping Eun Hyung Kim 
Jo~n Bian Gracie Keith Sung Jun Kim A+ 
Yun-Yun Lin Bradley Whitney 
Eric Adamshick 
Violin II Xi Chen Bassoon 
Ninel Jabotinsky, principal Jiwon Suh Hillary Erb 
Taichi Fukumura Hyon Jae Song Rachel Juszczak A :J: 
Nan lu Stephen Marotto Tzu-llee 
Christine Choi Talija Kristapsons Jensen Ling • 
Maelynn Arnold Holly Garrett 
Emilie Campanellli Julia Morelli Horn 
Marcie Candido Daria Janssen Adani Krings 
Sock Jae Moon Carolyn Regula leopoldo Maestro • 
Rachael Schlosberg Meixu lu Parker Nelson A :J: 
Michael Hustedde Yi-We11 Ho Mackenzie Newell 
Chae Jeong Lee Tatiana Stoia 
Su Yin Chan Bass 
Sophie Verhaeghe Christian Gray, principal Trumpet 
Shin Hye Noh Bonita Williams Neal Andrews * 
Yang Xiang Ren Jonathan Davies Ryan Noe A :J: 
Alexander Goodin Charlotte Olson 
Viola Andrew Coccoli Fred Sienkiewicz 
Minjung Chun, principal Nathan Varga 
wWaid Zac Camhi Trombone 
Sin Choi Brittany Lasch • 
Kamin Kim Minhwan lee 
Carrol lee Ben Owens 
Amberley Lamphere Gregory Platt A :J: 
Tzu Hui Ho Juan Zuniga 
Bethany Pereboom 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Tuba 
jose Martinez Ant6n " :t: 
jerome Stover * 
Harp 
Ioana Comas " :t: 
Szu-Ning Tai * 
Timpani 
Caleb Ping * 
Tomasz Kowaczyk " 
Brian Maloney + 
Percussion 
Andrew johnson 
Eliza Kinney 
Tomasz Kowaczyk 
Brian Maloney 
Caleb Ping 
Nick Traiello 
* denotes principal on Vaughn Williams 
" denotes principal on Poulenc 
:t: denotes principal on Ives 
Orchestra Managers 
Nikoma Baccus 
Anna Griffis 
Gracie Keith 
AndrewWaid 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONIC CHORUS 
Ann Howard Jones, Director of Choral Activities 
Justin Thomas Blackwell, rehearsal accompanist 
The Boston University Symphonic Chorus is a musica l orga nization made up of students from ten fo reign 
ountries and thirty-four states. W hile there has been choral singing at BU since the 1800s, the chorus, in its 
c resent form, was founded in 1993. In its brief history it has performed many major chora l works and had a ~ignificant co llaboration with the late Robert Shaw. 
§oprano Soprano continued Alto continued 
Erika Anderson, Stephanie Marie Nahous, Nicole Copeland, 
Vocal Performance 2016 Advertising 2014 Vocal Performance 2016 
Virginia Barney, Amy O'Connell, Michelle Xueci Ding, 
Vocal Performance 2014 Public Relations 2017 Economics & Math 2015 
Deanna Boone, Megan Phillips, Ang Gao, Biology 2014 
Vocal Performance 2015 Vocal Performance 2017 Jina Han, Music Education 2017 
Je Chen, Adrienne Rube, Undeclared 2017 Laura Kempa Bogan, 
nmental Science 2017 Vanessa Sandri, Undeclared 2016 MM Choral Conducting 2014 
Ji. eng, Alexandra Selawsky-Group, Calissa Kummer Dauterman, 
Economics 2017 Vocal Performance 2016 MDiv. 2014 
Leanne Ciccone, Abigail Smith, Kathryn Lazar, 
Foreign Language Education Vocal Performance 2014 Vocal Performance 2016 
2016 Chloe Tengan, Yitian Liu, MME 2014 
Marguerite Coles, Biological Anthropology 2016 Crystal Luo, 
Undeclared 2017 Claire Thomas, Piano Performance 2017 
Elizabeth Crozier, Health Sciences 2016 Emily Neuberger, 
Math and Philosophy 2017 Elizabeth Thomson-Steckling, Vocal Performance 2014 
Kathryn DeFranco, MME2014 Caroline Olsen, 
,Piano Performance 2017 Kathryn Vessel, Vocal Performance and Music 
Emily Gaffney, Human Physiology 2016 Education 2014 
Vocal Performance 2016 Raquelle Viteri, Marissa Plati, 
Jia (Becky) Ge, Vocal Performance 2017 Vocal Performance 2017 
Business Management and Siyi Wang, Public Relations 2015 Sabrina Rizzi, 
Administration 2016 Denise Ward, Vocal Performance 2017 
Gianna Gibo, Vocal Performance 2016 Alyssa Sadusky, History 2015 
Computer Science 2016 Margaret Weckwerth, Ivy Sanderfoot, 
Chantal Gish, MM Choral Conducting 2015 Vocal Performance 2017 
Communications 2017 Sarah Weiskittel, Classics 2014 Elizabeth Siliato, 
Mariko Henstock, BU Faculty Becca White, Psychology 2014 
Sarah Hiebert, Vocal Performance 2015 Lesley Spencer 
M.Ed. Special Education 2015 Sarah Zenir, Rachel Steinberg, 
Kiersten Honaker, MSM Choral Conducting 2014 Vocal Performance 2016 
DMA Choral Conducting Feier Wang, 
Kristin Howard, Alto Business Administration 2015 
Vocal Performance 2016 Carolyn Aguirre, Mengle Zhou, MME 2014 
Staci Hunter, Vocal Performance 2015 
Human Physiology 2015 Cecily Bell, Undeclared 2016 Tenor 
Jennifer Jaroslavsky, Naomi Brigell, Christopher Addis, Biology 2014 
Vocal Performance 2015 Vocal Performance 2015 Michael Aniolek, 
r· 
otte Keating, Madeline Bueter, Vocal Performance 2015 
I Performance 2014 Vocal Performance 2017 Christopher Barberesi, 
lie11liKim, Melanie Burbules, Vocal Performance 2014 
Piano Performance 2017 Vocal Performance 2014 David Barton, Physics 2017 
Rose Lewis, Julia Case, Psychology 2014 Jason Berger, 
Vocal Performance 2016 Vocal Performance 2014 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONIC CHORUS 
Tenor continued Bass Bass continued 
Morgan Chalue, Stephen Arrendondo, Kyle Lanning, 
Vocal Performance 2016 BU Alumnus Vocal Performance 2014 
Tyler Diaz, Leon Bernsdorf, Benjamin Low, 
Vocal Performance 2015 Piano Performance 2014 Vocal Performance 2017 
Frank Furnari, BU Staff Benjamin Brennan, Benjamin Marcus, 
Alex Huddleston, Psychology 2014 Economics 2015 
Composition 2014 Peter Brown, Dominick Matsko, 
Justin Kenney, Vocal Performance 2015 MM Vocal Performance 2015 
Political Science 2014 Connor Burke, Composition 2017 Jonathan Richter, 
James King, Undeclared 2017 Harrison Pearse Burke, DMA Choral Conducting 
Samuel Kjellberg, Lighting Design 2015 Eric Ritter, 
MM Choral Conducting 2015 Colin Burns, Vocal Performance 2016 
Francesco Logozzo, MSM Choral Conducting 2014 Daniel Ryan 
Music Education and Vocal Nicolas Esparza, Reed Spencer, 
Performance 2017 Communication 2017 DMA Choral Conducting 
Steven Seigart, Ted Evangelista, Erik Van Heyningen, 
MSM Choral Conducting 2014 Music Education 2015 Vocal Performance 2015 
John Slack, David Fried, BU Faculty Fiat Vongpunsawad, BU Alun. 
Vocal Performance 2014 Stephan Griffin, Carlton Welch, 
Francis Snyder, DMA Organ Performance Vocal Performance 2014 
Composition 2017 Timothy Gorka, Aaron Whitaker, 
Matt Vera, Neuroscience 2017 Vocal Performance 2015 Undeclared 2017 
Alex Wagner, Journalism 2014 Alex M . Hand in, BU Alumnus Qingyang Xi, 
Conan Xiao, Benjamin Harris, Piano and Composition 2014 
Piano Performance and Vocal Performance 2015 
Computer Science 2017 Rod Hines, Chorus Managers 
Menas Yang, Sociology 2014 Vocal Performance 2014 Colin Burns 
Joseph Young, Richard Hui, Economics 2014 Laura Kempa-Bogan 
DMA Choral Conducting Ben ljiri Oehlkers, MME 2014 Meg Weckworth 
Joseph Young, 
Assistant to the Conductor 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Boston University is one of the leading private research and teaching institutions in the world 
today, with two primary campuses in the heart of Boston and programs around the world. 
The Boston University College of Fine Arts was created in 1954 to bring together the School of 
Music, the School of Theatre, and the School of Visual Arts. The University's vision was to create 
a community of artists in a conservatory-style school offering professional training in the arts 
to both undergraduate and graduate students, complemented by a libera l arts curriculum for 
undergraduate students. Since those early days, education at the College of Fine Arts has begun 
on the BU campus and extended into the city of Boston, a rich center of cultural, artistic, and 
intellectual activity. 
Bl fn Juarez, Dean, College of Fine Arts 
RiL. Cl Cornell, Director ad interim, School of Music 
Jim Petosa, Director, School of Theatre 
Lynne Allen, Director, School of Visual Arts 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
DEAN'S ADVISORY BOARD 
Jason Alexander, '81, HON'95 
Actor, Director, Writer 
Fred A. Bronstein, '78 
President & Executive Director 
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra 
Michael Chiklis, '85 
Actor, Director, Producer 
Saul Cohen 
President 
Hammond Residential Real Estate 
Chester Douglass 
Professor & Department Chair 
Harvard School of Dental Medicine 
SungEun Han-Andersen, '85 
President 
Andersen Family Foundation 
1 Humes, '79 
· C · • ate Vice President 
CCS Fund Raising 
David Kneuss, '70 
Executive Stage Director 
Metropol itan Opera 
Stewart F. Lane, '73 
President & CEO 
Stewart F. Lane Productions 
Nancy Livingston, COM'69 
Chairman of the Board 
American Conservatory Theater (A.C.T.l 
Jane Pappalardo, '65 
Philanthropist 
Trustee, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum Board Mem-
ber, Rose Kennedy Greenway 
Penny Peters, '71 
Communications Strategist & Management Consultant 
Nina Tassler, '79 
President 
CBS Entertainment 
Gael Towey, '75 
Former ly Chief Creative and Edi torial Director 
Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia 
Gregg Ward, '82 
President 
Orlando-Ward Associates 
Luo Van, '90 
President 
Silver Dream Productions 
Boston University College 
STRINGS Mike Roylance tuba 
Steven Ansell viola" Eric Ruske horn * 
Edwin Barker double bass * Robert Sheena english horn 
Cathy Basrak viola Thomas Siders trumpet 
Lynn Chang violin Ethan Sloane clarinet * 
Wesley Collins viola Jason Snider horn 
Carolyn Davis Fryer double boss Samuel Solomon percussion 
Daniel Doiia pedagogy, chamber* James Sommerville horn 
Jules Eskin cello Richard Stolzman clarinet 
Edward Gazouleas viola Linda Toole flute • 
Marc Johnson cello 
Bayla Keyes violin • PIANO 
M ichelle LaCourse viola '* Maria Clodes-Jaguaribe • LOA 
Benjamin l evy double bass Gila Goldstein 
Lucia Lin violin • li nda Jiorle-Nagy 
Malcolm Lowe violin Pavel Nersessian 
Dana Mazurkevich violin Konstantinos Papadakis (51) 
Yuri Mazurkevich violin * Boaz Sharon • 
lkuko Mizuno violin 
John Muratore guitar COLLABORATIVE PIANO 
George Neikrug cello ++ M ichelle Alexander • 
James Orleans double bass Shlela Kibbe • 
Barbara Poesch l ~Edrich harp Robert Merfeld 
Michael Reynolds cello • 
Rhonda Rider cello ORGAN 
Karen Ritscher viola Peter Sykes * 
Todd Seeber double bass 
laurence Wolfe double bass VOICE 
Michael Zaretsky viola Michelle Alexander • 
Peter Zazofsky violin • M ichael Beattie (51) 
Jessica Zhou harp Penelope Bitzas • 
Eve Budnick 
WOODWINDS, BRASS, and Sharon Daniels • 
PERCUSSION James Demler • 
Ken Am is tuba Gary Durham 
Jennifer Bill saxophone Lynn Eustis • 
Peter Chapman trumpet Phyllis Hoffman • 
Geralyn Coticone flute Matthew larson 
Terry Everson trumpet " Betsy Polatin (theater) 
John Ferri llo oboe Bonnie Pomfret 
Timothy Genis percussion Jerrold Pope* 
ian Greitzer clarinet 
Rona ld Haroutounian bassoon HISTORICAL 
John Heiss flute PERFORMANCE 
Gregg Henegar bassoon Aida Abreu recorder 
Renee Krimsier flute Sarah Freiberg Ellison cello 
Gabriellangfu r bass trombone Greg Ingles sackbut 
Don Lucas trombone * l aura Jeppesen viola do gamba 
Mark McKewen oboe Christopher Krueger 
Suzanne Nelsen bassoon baroque flute 
Toby Oft trombone Catherine Liddell/ute 
Elizabeth Ostl ing flute Douglas Lundeen natural hom 
Andrew Price oboe Scott Metcalfe 
Ken Radnofsky saxophone Martin Pear lman 
Richard Ranti bassoon baroque ensembles • SAB 
Thomas Rolfs trumpet 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC DEPARTMENT OF 
PRODUCTION AND ENSEMBLES 
J. Casey Soward, Assistant Director for Production and Perfonnance 
Michael Barsano, Manager of University-Wide Ensembles 
Michael Culler, Head Recording Engineer 
Aaron Goldberg, Director of Athletic Bands 
8ft~~ ~;~~;~~~t~~nJ:?ae:a1e?pera Institute 
Shane McMahon, ~ecording Engineer 
David Dawson II, Scheduling and Recitals Coordinator 
~~~fi~i~~~~~~~~b~~:J~:dmician and Restoration 
Alix Saba, Manager of School of Music Ensembles 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS ADMINISTRATION 
Benjamfn Juarez, Dean, College of Fine Arts 
Richard Cornell, Director ad interim, School of Music 
Jim Petosa, Director, School of Theatre 
l ynne Allen, Director, School of Visual Arts 
of Fine Arts School of Music 
Robinson Pyle CONDUCTING 
natural trumpet David Hoose * 
Marc Schachman Ann Howard Jones • 
baroque oboe Scott All en Jarrett 
Aaron Sheehan HPvoice Kevin Leong (51) 
Jane Starkman David Martins 
baroque violin, viola Jameson Marvin (511) 
Peter Sykes harpsichord * Scott Metcalfe 
MUSICOLOGY OPERA INSTITUTE 
Marie Abe " HL Phyllis Curt in++ 
Victor Coelho * Matthew Larson 
Matthew Cron (51) William Lumpkin • 
Brita Heimarck • laura Raffo 
Lewis Lockwood (511) Jim Petosa (theatre) 
Rebecca Marchand (SII) Betsy Polatin (theatre) 
Thomas Peattie • Emily Raini (theatre) 
Joshua Rifkin .. Jeffrey Stevens • 
Andrew Shenton • STH/SOM Nathan Troup 
Jacquelyn Sholes• Allison Voth • 
Patrick Wood Uribe • LOA 
Jeremy Yudkln • (51) STAFF PIANISTS 
Michelle Beaton 
COMPOSITION Anna Carr 
AND THEORY Phillip Oliver 
Vartan Aghababian Brendan Shapiro 
M artin Amlin * l orena Tecu 
Deborah Burton • Christina Wright 
Justin Casinghino Noriko Yasuda 
Richard Cornel l • 
Joshua Fineberg • VISITING SCHOLARS 
Samuel Headrick • Pei Chien 
David Kopp • Xiaolong Feng 
Mary Montgomery Koppel Yang Liu (51 1) 
Rodney lister • Ziaolong Uu (511) 
Ketty Nez • Hui Tian 
Andrew Smith Chen Wang 
John Wal lace • Keju Wang 
Steven Weigt • 
Jason Yust • 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
Richard Sunbury • 
Susan Conkling* 
Diana Dansereau • 
Andre de Quadros • 
Jay Dorfman * 
Andrew Goodrich • Department Chairs 
l ee Higgins • represented in bold 
Ron Kos • 
Roger Mantie • • Fu ll ~t i me facu lty 
Donna Nagle (51) ++ Emeritus 
Sandra Nicolucci Hl ~ Humanities l eave 
LOA ~ leave of Abscence 
SAB- Sabbatical 
51- Semester I 
5 11 - Semester II 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
David Kopp, Associate Director of Academic Affairs 
Wi lliam McManus, Associate Director of the SChool of Music for 
Music Education 
Pty~}~e~~ffu~~~%~~~~~~~esU~~t:rtistic Director of The Boston 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Richard Cornell, Director ad interim School of Music 
P~~}~se~~tTa~~~:~~~uJi1~~U~~:rtistic Director of Boston 
Ann Howard Jones, Director of Choral Ensembles 
David Kopp, Director, Graduate Studies, Associate Director of 
Academic Affairs 
Michelle LaCourse, Chair, Appfied Studies 
Shaun Ramsay, Assistant Director for Admissions and 
Student Af{a1rs 
John Wallace, Director, Undergraduate Studies 
Wil liam McManus, Associate Director of the School of Music for 
Music Education 
~ 
Friends of the College of Fine Arts 
::.----
We are grateful to our community of alumni, faculty, families, and friends who believe in the importance of 
pporting gifted students in music, theatre, and the visual arts through their generous contributions. Gifts to :~e College of Fine Arts drive important capital initiatives, scholarships, educational outreach. performances, and 
exhibitions, all of which directly benefit the talented young artists of Boston University. 
For more information about how you can join our growing list of supporters, please contact us at 617-353-5544 
or make a donation online at bu.edu/cfa/alumni/giving-back. We would love to welcome you into our donor 
community! 
We thank the following donors for their generous support during the 2012-2013 fiscal year•: 
f'IOO,OOO and above 
Jack Kent Cooke Foundation 
SungEun Han-Andersen and G. Chris Andersen 
Jane L. Pappalardo and A. Neil Pappalardo 
The e of Virginia E. Withey 
Van C.Luo and Hugo X. Shang 
Barbara H. Stackpole 
Surdna Foundation 
$10.000 .. $2.4,999 
Oovelly Charitable Trust 
Edna L Davis 
Elizabeth B. Ellis Foundation Trust 
LO Associates Inc. 
Nancy Uvlngston and Fred M. levin 
Mary Ann Mllano-Picardi and Angelo Picardi 
~tgoml!f)' Symphony Association 
. $5,1100 .. $9,999 
John A. Carey 
Carriuolo Family Foundat ion, Inc. 
DiYid L. Feigenbaum and Maureen t. Meister 
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation 
David Carlton Kneuss 
Mark W. Millsap and Mary G. Millsap 
William H. Trayes and Roswitha Trayes 
$1,000 .. $4,999 
Bew!rty W. Abegg and Gerald L Abegg 
Rachel Abklw and Ruth Mack 
Ronald C. Ablow and Judith S. Ablow 
William T. Alexander and Jacquelyn H. Alexander 
The ASCAP Foundation 
Richard F. Balsam 
Undac. Black 
Fran Brill and Robert Kelly 
Eugene l. Brown 
Joan M. Burke 
Richard D. Carmel Charitable Remainder Trust 
Michael C. Chlk.lis and Michelle E. Chiklis 
Aram V. Chobanian and Jasmine Chobanian 
City of Fairfax Band Assodation, lnc. 
Fraocis L Coolidge and Mary louise E. Coolidge 
Frank A.. D'Accone 
Be· 
· Foundation, Inc. 
lloo 
odge and Virginia N. Dodge 
Chet and Joy Douglass 
Rkhan:l W. Ekdahl and Doris R. Franklin 
Peter Eliopoulos and Maria Allen 
Jeanne Fagadau 
Marie V. Falabella and Anthony J. Falabella 
John S. Fawcett and Jacqueline M. Fawcett 
Judith M. Flynn 
J. M. Fullinwider and l eah Y. Fullinwider 
Valerie A. Giardini 
Richard I. Grausman and Susan Grausman 
Mercia M. Harrison 
Frank J. Hoenemeyer and louise C. Hoenemeyer 
Phyllis E. Hoffman and Robert J. Hoffman 
David E. Hollowell and Kathl een A. Hollowell 
Lindsey V. Humes 
Larry G. and Ann Howard Jones 
Ellen B. Kazis-Walker and Don L. Walker 
Owen E. Kell ey 
Sandra J. Kendall and Clark Kendall 
Young J. Kim 
Henry A. Kissinger 
RObert E. Krivi and Gwen G. Krivi 
Stewart F. Lane and Bonnie Comley 
June K. Lewin 
William R. Lyman and Anastasia S. Lyman 
Joan B. Malick 
James A. Manganello and Rosemarie B. Manganello 
Margaret McDermott 
RitaZ. Mehos 
Michael W. Merrill and Chou Chou Merrill 
JohnJ.Moss 
Jane M. Musky and Tony H. Goldwyn 
Andrea Okamura and Jeffrey T. Chambers 
F. Taylor Pape and Haddon Hufford 
Michael J. Pencina and C. Whitney Pencina 
The Presser Foundation 
Renaissance Musical Arts. ltd. 
Leila Joy Rosenthal 
Sandra l ee Rowsell and Arthur P. Rowsell 
Kenneth 0. Rudnick 
Judith P. Sl::agen 
Naomi H. Stipp 
Roberta S. Steiner and Don Steiner 
Nancy R. Stone 
Amy Totenberg and Ralph G. Green 
Jill Totenberg and Brian Foreman 
Nina Totenberg and H. David Reines 
The Ushers & Programmers Fund 
Richard E. Van Deusen and Carol Nadell 
Edward P. Wimberly and Anne E. Wimberly 
Ellen and John Yates 
linda N. Vee and Robert D. Vee 
Kalman W. Zabarsky and Kerry F. Loughman 
Heidi E. Zdrojeski 
Avedls Zildjian Company 
$500to$999 
Trust of Constantin Alajalov 
Apostolos A. Aliapoulios and Mary J. Aliapoulios 
Robert H. Avian 
Anthony J. Barbuto 
Paula J. Bishop 
Aaron B. Brown 
Sandra L. Brown 
Salvatore J. Cania and Lisa M. Cania 
Leigh S. Crespy and Charles T. Crespy 
Suzanne Cutler 
Diamond Girl Production LLC 
Ann B. Dickson 
Valerie S. Dunnam and Sam E. Dunnam 
Kathleen Faleris and Dennis Faleris 
Debra D. Faust and Joseph E. Dioo 
R. Terrell Finney and Susan N. Finney 
Brian E. Geraghty 
Peter Gruber and Patricia Gruber 
Donald B. HaUer and Susan Z. Halter 
Nancy M. Hartman 
Richard A. Hobbs and Marilyn Hobbs 
Judy Hochberg and Alan Hochberg 
Jimmie l. Jackson and Mary l. Jackson 
Renate S. Jeffries and John W. Jeffries 
Jay H. Lanin and Karen N. l anin 
Karen N. Lanin 
Robert M. Lea and Vickie lea 
Bob ling 
James J. Mahon 
Robert A. Murray and linea K. Murray 
Mia R. Oberlink 
Waafas Olosu-Amaah 
Benjamin A. Rudnick 
The Schubert Club, Inc. 
Amy A. Shemin and Barry l. Shemin 
Takayoshi Shimada 
Donald J. Stone and Norma K. Stone 
Douglas E. Stumberger 
Patrick J. Szymanski and Margery Ueber 
Mary P. Underwood 
Peter A. Williamson and Charlene J. Zabawski 
Patrick D. Ziclcler and Joye:e K. Zickler 
:~is list reflects pledges and donations made between July 1, 2012 and June 30, 2013. For a complete list of all CFA donors visit, bu.edu/cfa/ 
mni/&IVIng-back:. If your name has been omitted from this list, please contact us so that we can correct our re~ords. 

